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About This Content

Customize your truck with a choice of six impressive paint jobs inspired by elemental forces!

Paint schemes included:

Blazing Fire

Lightning Bolt

Magma Heat

Water Surge

Smoke Puffs

Human Spirit

All of these powerful themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 600 MB available space

Sound: DirectX compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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euro truck simulator 2 - force of nature paint jobs pack. euro truck simulator 2 - force of nature paint jobs pack download

I really like the cover picture but the thing i have noticed is what rank do i unlock it and what vehicle can use it. Please help me..
Good paintjobs. Nice paintjob pack!. Using this on my trucks now as soon as I found it I liked it a lot. Using the Lightning bolt
and it looks amazing, (as a fan of lightnings in general). Im very happy about it. I would fully reccomend, also for the other ones
in it, they're great too. There is nothing much I can say, you can see how it looks, its up to your taste if you like it, not sure how
could u dislike it :)

Verdict: 10\/10 dlc, fully reccomended, also very cheap even in full price... nice skin
. This is art. Can't say it in another way. These paint-jobs are very nice and they really make you shine in the crowd. With a
good customised truck and a nice paint-job you would even be scared to hit an ant or a fly to make your truck dirty. I really like
these kind of paint-jobs. I enjoy these kind of paint-jobs on all my trucks.
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the quality of the paints are increadbly pixeled lowest graphics settings looks the same as the highest,, wish i could get my
money back.. best dlc alomg with the cabin accessories best paint jobs ever my fave is the smoke puff's as it looks like smoke of
a fire 10\/10 would buy again. I'll say I like these, but really, its only for those that are highly into this game. Now, with that
said, I like the paint jobs. I pfer the water and lava one. But that is only my preference.

However, I rarely see the outside of my truck when playing this game, so this isn't really all that nice for me personally.. Force
of Nature :) 1+. Does this DLC work? Yes.
Do the paint jobs look nice? Yes.
Are they worth the price? Well, it depends on how much you pay and how much you use it, so my advice is to buy the one paint
job pack you like the most.

However, it only works with all trucks as long as you do not change your chassis to a 8x chassis.
It is technically "all trucks", since they all can have other chassis then 8x, but as player you whould expect that it works with any
truck as long as you do not use a mod.. I have recently brought this paint texture pack to put on my trucks which works fine in
normal ETS2 but however when you go onto multiplayer it does not seem to be their and to be fair it's with any other paint
texture pack you buy apart from the ones the game give you from standard.. So please can someone explain to me can you only
get these paints in normal ETS2 or can you use them online and if yes why can't i see them in the upgrade shop, after I have paid
for them.. :(. ez skinz ez lyf. Interesant .
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